Glassy boundary layers vs enhanced mobility in capped polymer films.
Molecular-dynamics simulations have been carried out for a coarse-grained model of a random AB-copolymer confined between two crystalline substrates. The strength of substrate-polymer interactions, and the distance between the two substrates have been varied in a wide range. For thick films the film-averaged segmental mobility decreases for intermediate adsorption strengths, but start to increase for very high substrate-polymer attraction strength. We saw that this non-monotonic behavior is caused by a very strong heterogeneity of the segmental dynamics above the glass-transition temperature: the segmental mobility slows down drastically close to adsorbing substrates, but strongly increases in the middle part of the film. This effect, and its sensitive dependence on film thickness, are explained by finite-size effects in confinement, in combination with glassy boundary layers. It is demonstrated that film-averaged mobility as often measured cannot be understood without resolving local mobility in space and time.